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Henry V's Navy - Ian Friel 2015-10-05
Without Henry V’s Navy, the Battle of Agincourt
would never have happened. Henry’s fleet
played a major – if often unrecognised – part in
enabling the king to come within reach of final
victory in the Hundred Years War against
France. Henry’s navy was multinational, and
comprised his own royal fleet, English
merchantmen and many foreign vessels from the
Netherlands, the Baltic and Venice. It was one of
the most successful fleets deployed by England
before the time of Elizabeth I. The royal fleet
was transformed in Henry’s short reign from a
few dilapidated craft into a powerful weapon of
war, with over thirty fighting vessels, up-to-date
technology and four of the biggest ships in
Europe. With new insights derived from
extensive research into documentary, pictorial
and archaeological sources, Henry V’s Navy is
about the men, ships and operations of Henry’s
sea war. Ian Friel explores everything from
shipboard food to how crews and their ships
sailed and fought, and takes an in-depth look at
the royal ships. He also tells the dramatic and
bloody story of the naval conflict, which at times
came close to humiliating defeat for the English.
Sailing with Noah - Jeffrey P. Bonner 2013-06-03
Written by the president of the nation’s numberone zoo, Sailing with Noah is an intensely
personal, behind-the-scenes look at modern
zoos. Jeffrey P. Bonner, who was trained as an
anthropologist and came to the zoo world quite
by accident, shares some of the most compelling
stories ever told about contemporary zoos. The

stories jump between zoos in different cities and
between countries on different continents. Some
are fun and funny. Others are sad, even tragic.
Pete Hoskins, the director of the Philadelphia
Zoo, is in bed, sound asleep, when his phone
rings. . . . “There’s been a fire in the World of
Primates,” he is told. “You’ve got to get over
here.” Whatever he has been dreaming, it is
nothing like the nightmare he will find now that
he is awake. . . . “They’re all gone. They’re all
gone.” All of the animals in the building—the
gorillas, the lemurs, the orangutans, and the
gibbons—all twenty-three of them are dead.
Written in a lively, accessible style, Sailing with
Noah explores the role of zoos in today’s society
and their future as institutions of education,
conservation, and research. Along the way,
Bonner relates a variety of true stories about
animals and those who care for them (or abuse
them), offering his perspective on heavily
publicized incidents and describing less-wellknown events with compassion and humor in
turn. By bringing the stories of the animals’ lives
before us, Bonner gives them a voice. He
strongly believes that zoos must act for living
things, and he argues that conservation is a
shared responsibility of all mankind. This book
helps us to understand why biodiversity is
important and what it means to be a steward of
life on earth. From the day-to-day aspects of
caring for some of the world’s most exotic
creatures to the role of zoos as field
conservation organizations, saving wild things in
wild places, this book takes the reader on an
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incredible journey—a journey that begins within
the zoo and continues around the globe.
Everyone—from zoo visitors to animal lovers to
professional conservationists, the young and old
alike—will be fascinated by this extraordinary
book.
Ships Monthly - 2005
Encyclopedia of Contemporary British Culture Peter Childs 2013-05-13
Boasting more than 970 alphabetically-arranged
entries, the Encyclopedia of Contemporary
British Culture surveys British cultural practices
and icons in the latter half of the twentieth
century. It examines high and popular culture
and encompasses both institutional and
alternative aspects of British culture. It provides
insight into the whole spectrum of British
contemporary life. Topics covered include:
architecture, pubs, film, internet and current
takes on the monarchy. Cross-referencing and a
thematic contents list enable readers to identify
related articles. The entries range from short
biographical synopses to longer overview essays
on key issues. This Encyclopedia is essential
reading for anyone interested in British culture.
It also provides a cultural context for students of
English, Modern History and Comparative
European Studies.
Chasing Shadows - Sue Parker 2015-01-08
It is often said life is at its cruelest when a
parent outlives his or her child. As unnatural as
that may seem, many parents find themselves in
that position. Whether caused by disease, illness,
accident, crime, or suicide, parents can find
themselves making funeral arrangements rather
than planning a child's birthday party,
graduation, or wedding. Author Sue Parker
knows firsthand what that is like. In Chasing
Shadows: A Mother's Attempt to Process Her
Grief, Parker shares her experiences after the
death of her youngest child. For much of 2012,
Rowan said he wouldn't live to see 2013. After
all, the Mayan calendar ended on December 22,
2012, so he reckoned everyone was going to die.
Rather than dwell on the negativity, he grabbed
every opportunity with enormous enthusiasm,
including a quad bike ride that cost him his life
on Boxing Day. Bereft, heartbroken, in a state of
total shock, and struggling to survive, Parker felt
she had two choices. She could follow him over a

cliff or try to make some sense of the tragic turn
her family's lives had taken. Everyone's
experiences are different, but in Chasing
Shadows: A Mother's Attempt to Process Her
Grief, those going through similar circumstances
may find help in knowing what to do next...how
to go forward. You'll discover the path forward is
not always easy, and there will likely be times
when you find yourself wondering, Why bother?
Through her experience, Parker shows you can
go on, and you should.
The Fo’C’Sle Door - Les Cribb 2013-05-01
Whitt ducked under the lintel and stepped down
onto a brick floor. The door was a good six
inches lower than the doors thresholdbut he had
known it would be soand that realization stopped
him dead in his tracks, just as the sense of dj-vu
struck. He had ducked under the lintel, and his
step down had been fluid, almost practiced. He
recalled a warning: Watch your step. The floor is
a goodly step down inside. Or did he imagine
that? The story of the Focsle Door begins in
present day Canada with a very unusual crime
scene but quickly takes you to the 1700s and the
little fishing village of Ryeport on the coast of
England. Here the tale unfolds around Roddy
McDowd, who has been unwillingly relegated to
what he sees as a God forsaken place, as a
punishment for his transgressions and a
mysterious, striking figure from Haiti Paul
Latour, whose fate becomes entwined with that
of the villagers as he tries to save his child from
a violent sea captain. This compelling tale
transports the reader over hundreds of years,
and interesting vibrant characters, who through
adventures with smuggling, murder and the
supernatural, play a part in one mans attempt to
fix a deal made with the devil. The outcome will
keep you guessing right until the end.
Calendar of Letters and State Papers Relating to
English Affairs: Volume 2 - Martin A. S. Hume
2013-10-03
Published 1892-9, this four-volume collection
contains Spanish documents relating to England
during the reign of Elizabeth I. The papers were
translated and edited by Martin Andrew Sharp
Hume (1843-1910), a respected historian of
Spain. Volume 2 (1894) covers the period
1568-79.
Walking on Water - Kos Evans 2013-01-17
Kos Evans has blazed a trail through the
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photographic world with her unique style and
daredevil antics. Famous for her amazing,
innovative angles, she stands out because of the
often dangerous lengths she goes to to get the
best shot. Some of her most well-known images
were taken from the top of masts, or hanging
over the sides of boats, or in the water,
capturing speeding boats from only inches away.
This photographic showcase features her most
amazing and beautiful pictures. With descriptive
captions detailing the background of each shot
(how she came to be taking it, the difficulties she
encountered), this collection tells the story of
Kos's incredible skill and and intrepid
acrobatics. Walking on Water is a gorgeous
celebration of outstanding marine photography,
packed with spectacular images that take you
close to the action. For her entire career Kos has
captured dramatic, eyecatching shots that made
her the envy of her peers; this book provides a
unique insight into the work and skills of a
remarkable indomitable female photographer
who has made her distinctive mark in what is
very much a tough man's world. The book also
includes a Foreword by Duran Duran singer and
keen sailor Simon Le Bon.
The Colonial American Stage, 1665-1774 - Odai
Johnson 2001
The geographic range of this study is the British
American colonies, from Halifax, Nova Scotia, to
Savannah, in the Georgia colony on the
continent, and the British West Indies."--BOOK
JACKET.
Chase's Calendar of Events 2013 - Editors of
Chase's Calendar of Events 2012-10-12
12,500 entries. 196 countries. 365 days. Find out
what's going on any day of the year, anywhere
across the globe! If you're looking to tie a
promotional event to a special month, create a
suggested reading list based on a festival
halfway around the world, blog about a
historical milestone or do a celebrity birthday
roundup on your radio show or Twitterfeed,
Chase's Calendar of Events is the one resource
that has it all. For broadcasters, journalists,
event planners, public relations professionals,
librarians, editors, writers or simply the curious,
this is one reference you can’t do without!
Chase's Calendar of Events 2013 brings you:
Milestones such as the 50th anniversary of the
March on Washington, the 100th birth

anniversary of civil rights activist Rosa Parks,
the 150th anniversary of the Battle of
Gettysburg and the 200th birth anniversaries of
composers Giuseppe Verdi and Richard Wagner
New birthday entries for sports stars such as
Robert Griffin III (Feb 12); actors such as Jessica
Chastain (Mar 24), Jean Dujardin (June 19) and
Benedict Cumberbatch (July 19); musical artists
such as Pitbull (Jan 15), Adam Levine (Mar 18)
and Scotty McCreery (Oct 9); newsmakers such
as Françoise Hollande (Aug 12) and many others
Special events such as Dyngus Day (Apr 1),
Bedbug Awareness Week (Apr 22–26), National
Polka Festival (May 24–26), Lincoln Highway
Centennial (June 30–July 5), Kids Take Over the
Kitchen Day (Sept 13), the 34th America's Cup
(Sept 7–22) or Steamcon V (Oct 25–27). Search
Chase's Any Way You Want! Whether you want
to target a specific date, location or subject, our
fully searchable CD-ROM (PC-compatible only)
makes your research quick and easy. Also
included is a free installer, so you can load
Chase's directly to your hard drive.
Heavy Metal Mater and Other Tall Tales RH Disney 2010
Mater the tow truck tells race car Lightning
McQueen far-fetched stories about how he used
to be a rockstar, a UFO, and a drifting king.
Title 33 Navigation and Navigable Waters Parts
1 to 124 (Revised as of July 1, 2013) - Office of
The Federal Register, Enhanced by IntraWEB,
LLC 2014-07-01
The Code of Federal Regulations Title 33
contains the codified United States Federal laws
and regulations that are in effect as of the date
of the publication pertaining to navigation, flood
control, and water resources for the navigable
waters in and around the United States,
including the Everglades. Covers drinking water
policies, aquatic plant control, dumping,
dredging, wreck removal, and Federal
involvement in the engineering, maintenance
and flood control of seaways, levees, canals,
dams, rivers, lakes and so on.
Chase's Calendar of Events 2017 - Editors of
Chase's 2016-09-23
Find out what's going on any day of the year,
anywhere across the globe! The world’s
datebook, Chase's is the definitive day-by-day
resource of what America and the wider world
are celebrating and commemorating. Founded in
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1957 on a reputation for accuracy and
comprehensiveness, this annual publication has
become the must-have reference used by experts
and professionals for more than fifty years. From
celebrity birthdays to historical anniversaries,
from astronomical phenomena to national
awareness days, from award ceremonies and
sporting events to religious festivals and
carnivals, Chase's is the one-stop shop for
everything that is happening now or is worth
remembering from the past. The 2017 Edition of
Chase's Calendar of Events brings you
information about: The 500th anniversary of
Martin Luther's Ninety-Five Theses The 150th
anniversary of the Dominion of Canada The
100th anniversary of the Russian Revolution The
100th anniversary of splitting the atom The 50th
anniversary of the Summer of Love Frank Lloyd
Wright's 150th birth anniversary and much
more!
P-Z - Library of Congress. Office for Subject
Cataloging Policy 1990

specific sectors of the economy (slave trade,
shipping, manufacturing, travel). Finally, Part
VII provides concluding comments.
America's Privateer: Lynx and the War of
1812 - J. Dennis Robinson 2011
Time at Emar - Daniel E. Fleming 2000
The recent large-scale watershed projects in
northern Syria, where the ancient city of Emar
was located, have brought this area to light,
thanks to salvage operation excavations before
the area was submerged. Excavations at
Meskeneh-Qadimeh on the great bend of the
Euphrates River revealed this large town, which
had been built in the late 14th century and then
destroyed violently at the beginning of the 12th,
at the end of the Bronze Age. In the town of
Emar, ritual tablets were discovered in a temple
that are demonstrated to have been recorded by
the supervisor of the local cult, who was called
the "diviner." This religious leader also operated
a significant writing center, which focused on
both administering local ritual and fostering
competence in Mesopotamian lore. An archaic
local calendar can be distinguished from other
calendars in use at Emar, both foreign and local.
A second, overlapping calendar emanated from
the palace and represented a rising political
force in some tension with rooted local
institutions. The archaic local calendar can be
partially reconstructed from one ritual text that
outlines the rites performed during a period of
six months. The main public rite of Emar's
religious calendar was the zukru festival. This
event was celebrated in a simplified annual
ritual and in a more elaborate version of the
ritual for seven days during every seventh year,
probably serving as a pledge of loyalty to the
chief god, Dagan. The Emar ritual calendar was
native, in spite of various levels of outside
influence, and thus offers important evidence for
ancient Syrian culture. These texts are thus
important for ancient Near Eastern cultic and
ritual studies. Fleming's comprehensive study
lays the basic groundwork for all future study of
the ritual and makes a major contribution to the
study of ancient Syria.
Library of Congress Subject Headings Library of Congress 2013

A Dream of Tall Ships - Peter Stanford
2013-11-15
A New Balance of Payments for the United
States, 1790–1919 - Lawrence H. Officer
2021-03-24
This book develops new balance of payments
statistics for the United States from 1790 to
1919, before official statistics were kept. Part I
of this book justifies construction of a new
balance of payments table, and Chapter 1
surveys existing tables from that standpoint.
Chapter 2 shows how this book overcomes the
limitations of Office of Business Economics and
its North-Simon-Goldsmith foundation. Specific
features are highlighted, including measurement
decisions, improvement of OBE series,
development of new series, and derived
implications for the structure of the US economy
and for the importance of individual sectors that
loom large at various times: slave trade,
shipping, manufacturing, and travel. The book
then generates new time series of the movement
of people, the movement of goods, the movement
of funds, and the provision of services. Part VI
puts the new balance of payments table to use in
several ways: aggregates and balances within
the table, structure of the US economy, and
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special introduction explains the calculation of
the calendar.
Code of Federal Regulations - 2013
Special edition of the Federal Register,
containing a codification of documents of
general applicability and future effect ... with
ancillaries.
Ships of the Line - Doug Drexler 2014-12-02
In celebration of one of science fiction's most
beloved franchises, an updated edition of the
acclaimed Ships of the Line hardcover
collection. They dared to risk it all in a skiff of
reeds or leather, on a ship of wood or steel,
knowing the only thing between them and
certain death was their ship. To explore, to seek
out what lay beyond the close and comfortable,
every explorer had to embrace danger. And as
they did so, what arose was a mystical bond, a
passion for the ships that carried them. From the
very first time humans dared to warp the fabric
of space, escaping from the ashes of the third
World War, they also created ships. These
vessels have become the icons of mankind's
desire to rise above the everyday, to seek out
and make the unknown known. And these ships
that travel the stellar seas have stirred the same
passions as the ones that floated in the oceans.
While every captain has wished that their
starship could be outfitted in the same manner
as the sailing ship H.M.S. Beagle—without
weapons—that proved untenable. From the start,
Starfleet realized that each vessel, due to the
limited range of the early warp engines, must be
able to stand alone against any attack. Thus
arose the idea, taken from the days of wooden
sailing ships, that every Starfleet vessel must
stand as a ship of the line. Through the actions
of their captains and crews, countless starships
have taken on that role. Here we remember
some of those ships and their heroic crews. In
celebration of one of science fiction's most
beloved franchises, this updated edition of the
acclaimed Ships of the Line hardcover collection
now includes dozens of additional images
brought together for the first time in book
format—spectacular renderings featured in the
highly successful Star Trek: Ships of the Line
calendar series. With text by Star Trek's own
Michael Okuda, the story of each of these valiant
starships now comes to life. ™, ®, & © 2014
CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks

Army Camels - Doris Fisher 2013-08-29
The U.S. Army's oddest recruits: Camels! In this
strange but true historical tale, 34 camels were
imported to Texas to work as pack animals for
the army in 1856. Many people had never seen
such strange animals; they didn't believe that
these smelly beasts could possibly be useful.
Despite many Texans' initial doubts, the camels
thrived in the state's desert and transported
important military messages and supplies.
Calendar of State Papers and Manuscripts,
Relating to English Affairs - Rawdon Lubbock
Brown 2013-05-06
A seven-volume collection, published in nine
parts (1864-90), comprising translated Venetian
state papers relating to English affairs between
1202 and 1580.
Calendar of Letters and State Papers Relating to
English Affairs: Volume 4 - Martin A. S. Hume
2013-10-03
Published 1892-9, this four-volume collection
contains Spanish documents relating to England
during the reign of Elizabeth I. The papers were
translated and edited by Martin Andrew Sharp
Hume (1843-1910), a respected historian of
Spain. Volume 4 (1899) covers the period
1587-1603, ending with Elizabeth's death.
Medieval Merchant Venturers - E.M CarusWilson 2013-11-05
First published in 1967, this superb collection of
essays on trade in the Middle Ages has been a
major contribution to modern medieval studies.
Professor Carus-Wilson examines: * fifteenthcentury Bristol * trade with Iceland * the
Merchant Adventurers of London * the
thirteenth-century cloth industry (with its highly
developed capitalist system) * the export of
English woollen cloth * the wine trade. Each
paper is firmly rooted in original research and
contemporary sources such as customs returns
and company minutes, and, in addition, her
expose of the dubious accuracy of Aulnage
accounts is widely recognised as a classic.
The Comprehensive Hebrew Calendar - Arthur
Spier 1986
Lists the corresponding Hebrew and civil dates
for the years 1900-2100, with the Torah portion
and haftarah for every Sabbath, and more. A
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are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights
Reserved.
Calendar of State Papers - 1867
Unique World Records 2016 - Unique World
Records 2016-12-25
DISCLAIMER : "Unique World Records" exists
for a noble cause. The content published here is
for reaching out to Potential people for
encouraging them to display their hidden talent
globally. The information provided is unique by
our best efforts and may resemble to certain
entities due to similar nature of Record
Breaking. By visiting this site, you acknowledge
and are bound to agree that your use of this Site
and the Services found at this Site, including any
content, will comply with this Agreement that
any action relating to or arising out of this
Agreement shall be subject to Bathinda
Jurisdiction and you hereby consent to (and
waive all defences of lack of personal jurisdiction
and forum non convenience with respect to)
Bathinda jurisdiction. Unique World Records is
not obligated to designate world record status to
any submission as the decision is based on their
belief in supporting evidence and /or relevance
of their claim. Unique World Records policy try
to find records that are reproducible, breakable
and based on skill. Freak, strange and unusual
anomalies are not world records. Stunts
involving luck or uncontrolled danger should not
be submitted.
The Publishers Weekly - 1989
Library of Congress Subject Headings: P-Z Library of Congress. Subject Cataloging Division
1989
Encyclopaedia of the History of Science,
Technology, and Medicine in Non-Westen
Cultures - Helaine Selin 2013-11-11
The Encyclopaedia fills a gap in both the history
of science and in cultural stud ies. Reference
works on other cultures tend either to omit
science completely or pay little attention to it,
and those on the history of science almost
always start with the Greeks, with perhaps a
mention of the Islamic world as a trans lator of
Greek scientific works. The purpose of the
Encyclopaedia is to bring together knowledge of
many disparate fields in one place and to

legitimize the study of other cultures' science.
Our aim is not to claim the superiority of other
cultures, but to engage in a mutual exchange of
ideas. The Western aca demic divisions of
science, technology, and medicine have been
united in the Encyclopaedia because in ancient
cultures these disciplines were connected. This
work contributes to redressing the balance in
the number of reference works devoted to the
study of Western science, and encourages
awareness of cultural diversity. The
Encyclopaedia is the first compilation of this
sort, and it is testimony both to the earlier
Eurocentric view of academia as well as to the
widened vision of today. There is nothing that
crosses disciplinary and geographic boundaries,
dealing with both scientific and philosophical
issues, to the extent that this work does. xi
PERSONAL NOTE FROM THE EDITOR Many
years ago I taught African history at a secondary
school in Central Africa.
European Port Cities and Urban
Regeneration - Enrico Tommarchi 2022-07-29
Culture- and event-led regeneration have been
catalysts for the transformation of redundant
urban port areas and for the reframing of the
image of many port cities, which notably feature
among mega-event bidding and host cities.
However, there is little understanding of the
impacts of these processes on port-city
relationships, as well as of how port city cultures
shape mega events and the related regeneration
strategies. The book examines the
underexplored mutual links between, on the one
hand, urban and socio-economic regeneration
driven by cultural and sporting mega events and,
on the other hand, the spatial, political and
symbolic ties between cities and their ports. By
adopting a cross-national, comparative
perspective, with in-depth case studies (Hull,
Rotterdam, Genoa and Valencia) and examples
from other port cities across the world where
mega events were held, the book engages with
issues such as the tension between port and
cultural uses, reactions and opposition to mega
events in port cities, clashing urban imaginaries
drawing on port activity and culture, the role of
port authorities and companies in the city’s
cultural life, the spectacularisation and
commodification of local maritime culture and
heritage, processes of cultural demaritimisation
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and remaritimisation of port cities. The book is
therefore a contribution towards the bridging of
port city and mega-event studies, and it provides
insights for port city policy makers and megaevent promoters, drawing from a range of
international experiences. The book also shows
how societal and political change in the current
‘ontologically-insecure’ times may undermine
the very paradigm of culture- and event-led
regeneration in the years to come.
Scurvy - Stephen R. Bown 2005-08-01
Scurvy took a terrible toll in the Age of Sail,
killing more sailors than were lost in all sea
battles combined. The threat of the disease kept
ships close to home and doomed those vessels
that ventured too far from port. The willful
ignorance of the royal medical elite, who
endorsed ludicrous medical theories based on
speculative research while ignoring the lifesaving properties of citrus fruit, cost tens of
thousands of lives and altered the course of
many battles at sea. The cure for scurvy ranks
among the greatest of human accomplishments,
yet its impact on history has, until now, been
largely ignored. From the earliest recorded
appearance of the disease in the sixteenth
century, to the eighteenth century, where a man
had only half a chance of surviving the scourge,
to the early nineteenth century, when the British
conquered scurvy and successfully blockaded
the French and defeated Napoleon, Scurvy is a
medical detective story for the ages, the
fascinating true story of how James Lind (the
surgeon), James Cook (the mariner), and Gilbert
Blane (the gentleman) worked separately to
eliminate the dreaded affliction. Scurvy is an
evocative journey back to the era of wooden
ships and sails, when the disease infiltrated
every aspect of seafaring life: press gangs
"recruit" mariners on the way home from a late
night at the pub; a terrible voyage in search of
riches ends with a hobbled fleet and half the
crew heaved overboard; Cook majestically
travels the South Seas but suffers an
unimaginable fate. Brimming with tales of ships,
sailors, and baffling bureaucracy, Scurvy is a
rare mix of compelling history and classic
adventure story.
My Symphony - William Henry Channing
1997-11
An illustrated verse offers reflection on such

virtues as simplicity, honesty, patience, and
modesty
Calendar of Letters and State Papers
Relating to English Affairs: Volume 3 Martin A. S. Hume 2013-10-03
Published 1892-9, this four-volume collection
contains Spanish documents relating to England
during the reign of Elizabeth I. The papers were
translated and edited by Martin Andrew Sharp
Hume (1843-1910), a respected historian of
Spain. Volume 3 (1896) covers the period
1580-86, the build-up to the Anglo-Spanish war.
How To Make A Ship In A Bottle - Blive Monk
2013-04-16
Making a ship in a bottle is a bonkers but
incredibly rewarding pastime and with this guide
you will be able to construct your own ship on a
bottle and place it in pride of place on a mantle
piece.
2012-2013 College Admissions Data Sourcebook
Northeast Edition Library of Congress Subject Headings: F-O Library of Congress. Subject Cataloging Division
1988
Unique World Records 2017 - Unique World
Records Limited 2017-12-25
DISCLAIMER : "Unique World Records" exists
for a noble cause. The content published here is
for reaching out to Potential people for
encouraging them to display their hidden talent
globally. The information provided is unique by
our best efforts and may resemble to certain
entities due to similar nature of Record
Breaking. By visiting this site, you acknowledge
and are bound to agree that your use of this Site
and the Services found at this Site, including any
content, will comply with this Agreement that
any action relating to or arising out of this
Agreement shall be subject to Bathinda
Jurisdiction and you hereby consent to (and
waive all defences of lack of personal jurisdiction
and forum non convenience with respect to)
Bathinda jurisdiction. Unique World Records is
not obligated to designate world record status to
any submission as the decision is based on their
belief in supporting evidence and /or relevance
of their claim. Unique World Records policy try
to find records that are reproducible, breakable
and based on skill. Freak, strange and unusual
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involving luck or uncontrolled danger should not
be submitted.

anomalies are not world records. Stunts
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